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TELUS Partner Solutions

We partner with international carriers and hyperscalers to share leading over-the-top technologies, bringing the world's fastest network to our customers and the best of TELUS to our global peers.











Bringing a world of possibilities to our customers and the best of TELUS to the connected world







TELUS and General Motors redefine automotive connectivity for Canadian customers


GM Canada has selected TELUS as its communications provider for 5G connected-vehicle services for millions of Canadian customers.


Learn More






TELUS Health Exchange International powers a marketplace of interoperable health solutions


The THXi platform has been nominated for TM Forum's Excellence Awards in the Beyond Connectivity category for bridging the silos in health in Canada and beyond.







Learn More






Leveraging our world-leading technology to help address the world's most pressing social issues


Through acts of giving, big and small, we are committed to driving positive social outcomes  by harnessing the power of technology.


Learn More





Connected technology marketplace


Browse our feature-rich
 voice, data, health and network automation solutions — or
 share an innovative solution or capability
 you’ve developed.




	Discover our solutions

	Share your solutions











We offer a diverse portfolio of world-class networking services


Our feature-rich data, voice, health and network automation solutions will position you for success in
 today’s dynamic market.


Find your solutions

View all solutions




















News & Events








Recent webinar

Navigating the new realities of STIR / SHAKEN 


Date
January 2022



View webinar






Recent webinar

Save time with TELUS' SIP Trunking portal


Date
June 2021



View webinar






Announcement

5G Living Lab for autonomous vehicles


Date
March 2021



Learn more






Why choose TELUS


When you partner with TELUS, you’re
 connected to our world-class networks,
supported by our amazing people, and
 assisted by our best-in-class customer
 service. You’re also part of a culture that puts
 giving back to communities at the heart of
 everything we do.






Bringing the best of TELUS to our global customers





From tackling global healthcare challenges to
 extending our networks to rural parts of the
 country, we share the best of TELUS'
 capabilities and case studies with our global peers.


Explore solutions


A world-class network with the fastest mobile speeds





We’ve invested more than $215 billion in
 network infrastructure since 2000 to build
 what is now officially the world’s fastest
 mobile network. All to keep you and your customers covered.


View network


Best-in-class customer experience & automation





Putting our customers first means offering
 you the very best products and services,
 keeping you connected on our world-class
 networks, and providing support when and how you need it. 


Learn more







Global partnerships & support


We offer differentiated customer experiences
 in over 50 languages, from more than 50
 delivery centres in 20 countries across North
 and Central America, Europe and Asia.




 





Canada & United States


Our headquarters and award-winning fixed and mobile network is located in Canada. We also have support centers across the United States.

Learn More









Europe/Middle East/Africa


We have robust customer experience locations across Europe, supporting customers in over 50 languages and 20 centers. 

Learn More






 




 





Mexico, Central & South America


TELUS has support locations in Guatemala and El Salvador, and digital health solutions deployed via regional partners in Mexico.

Learn More









Asia-Pacific


TELUS has support locations in Philippines, India and China, and digital health solutions deployed via regional partners in Australia.

Learn More






 




Request a call-back/quote


Have questions about our solutions or are you looking for more information?

Contact us 



Looking for support?


Manage your account from your personalized self-serve portal.

Access the partner portal






















Contact us


The TELUS team acknowledges that our work spans many Territories and Treaty areas and we are grateful for the traditional Knowledge Keepers and Elders who are with us today, those who have gone before us and the youth that inspire us. We recognize the land and the benefits it provides all of us, as an act of Reconciliation, as recommended by the Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s (TRC) 94 Calls to Action and gratitude to those whose territory we reside on, work on or are visiting. Learn more about  TELUS’ commitments to Reconciliation.
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Contact us


Territorial Acknowledgement
The TELUS team acknowledges that our work spans many Territories and Treaty areas and we are grateful for the traditional Knowledge Keepers and Elders who are with us today, those who have gone before us and the youth that inspire us. We recognize the land and the benefits it provides all of us, as an act of Reconciliation, as recommended by the Truth and Reconciliation Commission’s (TRC) 94 Calls to Action and gratitude to those whose territory we reside on, work on or are visiting. Learn more about  TELUS’ commitments to Reconciliation.
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LEGAL AND HELP
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Small Business
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Commercial Business (101+)
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